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ACHIEVING RANGE OF MOTION THROUGH ASANA PRACTICE

When people talk about yoga, what they are usually referring to is Hatha Yoga.
When they think of yoga, they think of stretching and relaxing the body to develop
greater flexibility and range of motion. But contrary to what many people think, increas-
ing your range of motion through asana practice is not achieved by stretching. As a
matter of fact, sensations commonly associated with stretching can actually micro-tear
the muscle fiber. Overworking muscles can also cause them damage. The micro-tearing
which results from overworking and over-stretching muscles creates an overabundance
of short muscle fiber. These fibers create muscles which are always in a partially con-
tracted state and can never fully relax. Muscles that are constantly contracted actually
inhibit range of motion.

Proper Alignment

Chronically hard muscles are very fashionable these days, as evidenced by the amount
of time many people spend at the gym. However, muscles that never relax not only have
a limited range of motion, they are also more susceptible to injury. The structural strength
of the body rests in the bones — not in the muscles. The muscles are arranged to support
the natural alignment of the skeletal structure. The purpose of muscle is to hold the
bones in proper alignment so they will bear the weight of the body. If the bones are well
aligned, the muscles need to do relatively little work. But if the skeleton is out of align-
ment, some muscles will overwork to compensate, while others will be under-used.
Over time, muscles that are habitually overworked lose their ability to relax easily and
they become tight. Muscles that are under-worked become weak and deficient in tone.
Both of these conditions contribute to limiting your range of motion.

Strong muscular actions do not need to produce muscular tightness. If proper align-
ment is sustained during an action, there is no need to avoid muscular work. Actions
performed with proper alignment permit the muscles to release and to soften afterwards.
This is what you want to achieve with your yoga practice — muscles that can be strong
and then completely relax. However, if a posture is performed with poor alignment, the
muscles will not completely relax when the actions are completed. This creates tightness
over time, and limits your range of motion.
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How to Lengthen Muscles Without Force

To increase range of motion through hatha practice, perform the asanas with proper
alignment to a point just before stretching occurs, and then breathe into the hold. Feel
how each inhalation creates length and openness, and how each exhalation releases the
gripping in the muscles. Lengthen the exhalations to release even more. Sustain the
asana as long as it can be held comfortably with proper alignment and then release it.
This is the method you want to teach your students.

Children typically have a tremendous range of motion and boundless energy. These
two qualities often go together because range of motion facilitates an unrestricted flow
of prana. Children also have wonderful muscle tone without tension, though it is inter-
esting to note how soon they start to lose this tone in modern technological cultures.
Remember there is a difference between muscle tone and muscle tightness. The defini-
tion of muscle tone is a muscle that can be strong when it needs to be strong and then
completely relax.

As we age, our bodies become the result of all that we have thought, felt and done
during our lives. It can be an interesting and enlightening experience to reflect on what
has occurred in our lives from childhood on. These experiences and our reactions to
them have created the people we are and the bodies we inhabit. Yoga is a practice that
can work through this somatic memory, retraining our body.

Working with Students

Some of your students will have joints that are very loose, and others will have
bodies that are very tight. It is tempting to think of people who are very flexible as
having an advantage for practicing yoga, but this is not always the case. A loose-jointed
person may have fewer restrictions in their range of motion, but this can also create
more difficulty in knowing where their body parts are in relation to one another. Al-
though a tight body is more prone to muscle injury from overstretching, a loose-jointed
body is more prone to joint injury due to a lack of appropriate muscular support, which
is a far greater concern. The potential for injury to occur due to hyperextension is also
increased.

Yoga is balance. The student with too much muscle tension is as out of balance as the
student with too little. From the perspective of teaching yoga, a loose-jointed student is
often more challenging to instruct than a tight bodied student. This is because loose-
jointed people are capable of many more movements, yet do not necessarily possess any
greater body-awareness.
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From the perspective of most students, having a tight body is frustrating at first. But
with practice they will increase their range of motion. In fact, over time, due to their
limitation in range of motion, a person whose muscles are tight can develop a very
precise awareness of his or her body. The challenge in teaching loose-jointed students is
finding ways to create boundaries that will keep their joints accurately aligned.

To achieve greater range of motion through asana practice, what we want to do is
work the asanas in the direction of developing proper alignment. In this way, any chronic
tightness or gripping in the muscles will release naturally. At the same time, this allows
muscles that have been under-used to begin to strengthen. Developing range of motion
through proper alignment and muscle tone is one of the principles that differentiates
asana practice from most other systems of body maintenance.

Alignment and Prana

A well-balanced asana practice will create more energy than it uses. Although well
balanced can refer to many different elements of practice, here it refers to the alignment of
the body. If one side of a joint is closed and the other side open, this affects the movement
of prana.  The side that is too open is likely to dissipate prana while the side that is too
tight is likely to restrict its flow. If the joint opening is balanced and well supported by
the musculature, the movement of prana will be well balanced.

Range of motion is created through proper alignment and muscle tone — not by
muscles that are over or under-developed. Good muscle tone controls and directs prana
in the most balanced way. This is why in the ashtangas of Patanjali, asana and pranayama
are paired. They are both systems of controlling and directing prana.

Range of Motion as a Metaphor

No discussion of yoga is complete without considering the spiritual aspects of prac-
tice. One could say that there is also a psychological and spiritual range of motion. This
relates to our ability to adjust, adapt and respond to life. The patterns we create either
limit us physically and emotionally or serve as the foundation for our unfoldment and
awakening. Flexibility is important, and so is the need to align and support ourselves
spiritually.

The intensity of your practice is determined by the focus and awareness you sustain
while you practice — not by effort or force. Yoga is not about twenty minutes in the
morning or twenty minutes at night. It is a way of life, an attitude. The goal of yoga is to
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balance and align your body, mind and spirit harmoniously and to sustain that balance
throughout the other phases of your life. This requires discipline and patience. To at-
tempt it with force will create imbalance and injury. To embody yoga it needs to be
practiced with clarity, wisdom, and gentleness.


